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Language was an important political tool throughout former Yugoslavia in the 1990s.
The choice of words and spellings in this book is not meant to reflect any political
orientation. The language used in contemporary Croatia is labelled ‘Croatian’ through-
out, except when ‘Serbo-Croatian’ is specifically referred to (to describe the official
language of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia). I use ‘Croatian’ simply
because that it what most people in Croatia call their language.

The choice of place names is also a political choice. Unless referring to the labels
used by specific writers, I use the modern Croatian names for places. Thus, the Dalmatian
hinterland that was occupied by Serb rebels between 1991 and 1995 is referred to as the
‘Lika’, which was the geographical expression for the area after the dissolution of the
Habsburg military frontier (Vojna Krajina) in the nineteenth century. However, when
referring to the political status of the territory held by the Serbs in the first half of the
1990s, I label it as the ‘so-called Krajina’, to intimate the name given to it by the Serbs
and the fact that this name was never legitimised either by the Croats or the international
community.

Most often, I simply reproduce words as found, as they can tell us things about the
person or group using them. This gets confusing with the use of the Croatian ‘œ/Œ’,
which is sometimes also expressed as ‘dj’. Following my basic rule, I use ‘œ’. In writing
people’s names I either follow the standard norm or adopt the spelling preferred by the
person referred to. Most foreign writers spell ‘Tuœman’ as ‘Tudjman’. I maintain the
original spelling in quotes, followed by [sic] to demonstrate that the spelling change is
deliberate. Again, I do not wish to make any political point with my choice of letters and
spellings.

Croatian is a phonetic language with each letter constituting a different sound. Thus:

A as in English a in father.
B as in b in bed.
C as in ts in cats.
Ç a sound between ch in reach and t in tune.
Ï as in ch in reach.
D as in d in dog.
D¥ as in j in John.
Dj as a sound between d in duke and dg in bridge.
Œ as Dj.
E as in e in let.
F as in f in full.
G as in g in good.
H as in Scottish ch in loch.
I as in English I in machine.
J as in y in yet.
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K as in k in kite.
L as in l in look.
Lj as in ll in million.
M as in m in man.
N as in n in net.
O as in o in not.
P as in p in pet.
R as in r in run, slightly rolled.
S as in ss in glass.
‡ as in sh in she.
T as in t in tap.
U as in u in rule.
V as in v in veil.
Z as in z in zebra.
™ as in S in pleasure.

(Pronunciation table based on J. R. Lampe, Yugoslavia as History: Twice There Was a
Country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), pp. xix–xx.)
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